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Redox-driven atomic-scale changes in mixed
catalysts: VOX/WOX/a-TiO2 (110)†
Z. Feng,‡ab M. E. McBriarty,‡a A. U. Mane,c J. Lu,c P. C. Stair,d J. W. Elamc
and M. J. Bedzyk*ae
X-ray studies of vanadium–tungsten mixed-monolayer-oxide catalysts grown on the rutile a-TiO2 (110)
single crystal surface show redox behavior not observed for lone supported vanadium or tungsten
oxides. Two cases are presented: sub-monolayer (sub-ML) vanadium oxide (vanadia) grown on ML
tungsten oxide and ML vanadia grown on sub-ML tungsten oxide. The X-ray standing wave (XSW) and Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) observations for both cases show coverage-dependent reversible
redox-induced atomic-scale structural and chemical state changes. Atomic force microscopy shows that
the mixed VOX/WOX overlayers have a conformal ﬁlm-like structure in the as-deposited state. XSW
analysis in light of XPS reveals that the V and W cations that are uncorrelated with the substrate lattice
play an important role in catalytic redox reactions. Distinct diﬀerences in the redox-induced changes for
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these two mixed catalysts result from tuning the ratio of V to W, and relationships are drawn between
the catalyst composition, structure, and chemistry. Comparison of these V–W mixed cases and the
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corresponding unmixed cases reveals a synergistic eﬀect in which the reduction of W can be
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signiﬁcantly enhanced by the addition of V.

1. Introduction
Metals and metal oxides deposited on oxide supports are widely
used for many applications, such as gas sensors,1 electrical and
optical switching devices,2 and heterogeneous catalysts.3,4
Catalytic applications include petroleum rening, selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) of automotive and industrial NOX
emissions, and hydrogenation of carbon monoxide to methanol.5 Such catalysts are typically composed of supported noble
metals (Pd, Pt) or transition metals (V, Nb, Cr, Mo, W, Re) and
their oxides.6–9 The geometric and electronic structure of the
metal or metal oxide on the support and of the interface with
the oxide support under reaction conditions controls the
activity and selectivity of these catalysts.10,11 Consequently, a
substantial worldwide eﬀort has been devoted to elucidate and
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understand this relationship between structure, activity, and
selectivity.
Among catalytic materials, supported vanadium oxide
(vanadia) and tungsten oxide have received much attention due
to their importance as industrial catalysts. Although progress
has been made to understand the structures, individually, of
vanadia or tungsten oxide on oxide single crystals12–14 and how
they respond to chemical reactions,15–19 much less is known
about the structure and chemistry of supported mixed oxides. It
is anticipated that interactions between the oxides will alter
their response to reaction conditions. Since the atomic structure of the catalyst aﬀects its performance, the ability to predict
the structure of the supported oxide would have an enormous
impact on our fundamental understanding of catalytic chemistry at the atomic level. Moreover, TiO2-supported V2O5–WO3 is
the main catalyst for industrial NOX SCR processes and many
other reactions.20–24 Therefore an understanding of the relationship between atomic-scale structure and catalytic chemistry
for this system under reaction conditions could lead to
improved catalyst performance and ultimately reduce the
environmental impact of industrial processes.
We approach this challenge by using the tools of surface and
interface science, including X-ray standing waves (XSW)25 and Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The XSW technique is
used to probe the element-specic structure of an ad-layer on a
single crystal surface with sub-Å resolution.26–30 Dynamical
Bragg diﬀraction from a single crystal substrate causes an XSW
to be generated with a period equal to the d-spacing dhkl of the
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diﬀracting crystal planes. Rotating the crystal through an H ¼
hkl Bragg condition causes the XSW phase to shi inward by
½dH. This results in a lattice-position-dependent modulation in
the X-ray uorescence (XRF) yield for a given atomic species.
Analysis of this modulation directly determines a modelindependent Fourier amplitude fH and phase PH for that
atom's distribution.31,32 A Fourier summation with this set of
XSW measured Fourier components (and their symmetry
equivalents) produces a model-independent 3D atomic distribution projected onto the substrate primitive unit cell.33–36
Recently we have demonstrated that XSW is a unique in situ tool
to understand the atomic-scale behavior of oxide-supported
planar model catalysts during various chemical reactions.12,15–17,37–40 In this work, we use XSW to observe chemical
state-dependent changes in the V and W geometry and surface
site occupancy. We also determine the fraction of atoms that are
uncorrelated to the substrate lattice. XSW analysis in combination with XPS results allows us to associate chemical state
changes of ad-layer atomic species with structural changes.
Previous studies have shown that monolayer (ML) and subML vanadia supported on TiO2 and other oxides can go
through both structural and chemical state changes during
reduction–oxidation (redox) reaction cycles.2,10,37,38,41,42 In
contrast, ML and sub-ML tungsten oxide lms supported on
oxide substrates tend to be immobile and irreducible from the
W6+ state under similar catalytic conditions.12,43–45 A notable
exception is for sub-ML tungsten oxide on the reducible
substrate a-Fe2O3 (0001), for which a reduction to W5+ and
corresponding
redox-reversible
structural
shis
are
observed.15,19 If the oxide supporting a surface tungsten species
can aﬀect its structural and chemical behavior, then other
nearby surface species such as oxo-vanadium may have similar
eﬀects on the tungsten species. By studying the eﬀect of vanadia
on the W surface site conguration and oxidation state (and vice
versa), the structural and chemical factors which are responsible for V–W catalytic synergy may be claried. To this end, we
atomically engineered vanadia on top of tungsten oxide over a
single crystal a-TiO2 (110) surface. The single crystal a-TiO2
serves the dual role of the chemically active catalyst support as
well as the near-perfect atomic lattice required for XSW
measurements.
Herein, we report the synthesis by atomic layer deposition
(ALD) and structural transformations of two mixed oxide catalysts supported on a-TiO2 (110): sub-ML vanadia on ML tungsten oxide and ML vanadia on sub-ML tungsten oxide. In situ
XSW atomic imaging is combined with ex situ XPS and atomicforce microscopy (AFM) to study the geometric and electronic
structures of the mixed catalysts as they undergo reduction–
oxidation (redox) reactions. We also draw comparisons between
these results and our earlier studies of single-component ALDgrown ML or sub-ML lms of VOX or WOX on a-TiO2 (110).12,37–39

2.
2.1

Experimental
Sample preparation

Polished rutile a-TiO2 (110) (10  10  1 mm3) single crystal
substrates were annealed in oxygen at 900  C for 1 h to obtain
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atomically at surfaces. To grow mixed catalysts by ALD at 200
C, tungsten oxide was deposited rst, followed by vanadium
oxide. Tungsten hexauoride (WF6) and vanadyl oxytriisopropoxide, (VO4(C3H7)3, VOTP), were used as the metal
precursors for the W and V ALD, respectively. For one set of
samples, the substrates were ALD-coated with 2 W cycles, followed by 1 V cycle, and for the other set, the substrates were
coated with 1 W cycle and then 2 V cycles (see ESI† for details).


2.2

XSW, XPS and AFM measurements

Aer ALD growth, the samples were removed from the reactor
and mounted on a 5-circle diﬀractometer for XSW and XRF
analysis at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) 5ID-C station. The
samples were placed on a ceramic heating stage inside a
beryllium dome gas reaction cell that was mounted on the
diﬀractometer (see Fig. S2†). The V and W coverages were
determined by XRF and quantied by comparison to a calibrated standard sample. For the sample with 2 W cycles followed by 1 V cycle, the W and V coverages were Q ¼ 1.2 ML and
0.7 ML, respectively; this sample will be referred to as sub-VW.
For the sample with 1 W cycle followed by 2 V cycles, the W and
V coverages were Q ¼ 0.6 ML and 1.1 ML, respectively; this
sample will be referred to as ML-VW. For the single crystal
experiments reported here, 1 ML is dened as the area density
of Ti atoms in the TiO (110) plane of TiO2, or 10.4 atoms per
nm2. The oxidized and reduced surfaces were prepared inside
the Be dome by annealing at 400  C for 30 min in O2 and 2% H2
in helium, respectively, at 760 torr. The in situ XSW measurements were taken at room temperature aer each processing
step, starting with the as-deposited (AD) surface, then the
oxidized (OX), then the reduced (RD), and nally the re-oxidized
(OX2) surface. The OX2 measurement was used to check for
redox reversibility.
The surface morphology of the a-TiO2 (110) single crystal
substrates was examined by AFM under ambient conditions
aer the initial oxygen annealing treatment and aer the ALD
growth. Ex situ XP spectra were taken aer the OX, RD, and OX2
processing steps. Samples were briey exposed to air during
transport from the reactor to the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) XPS
instrument. To check the surface stability under ambient
conditions, the OX / RD / OX2 XSW measurements were
repeated aer a month of storage in a dry desiccator box.
Similar fH and PH values were found, indicating that the V and W
atomic structures are stable in air. We also checked the XSW
results for an air-exposed sample aer one of the redox steps to
conrm the stability of our results. Thus, the ex situ XPS and
AFM results can be used to describe the surface conditions for
in situ XSW measurements.

3.

Results and discussion

AFM images of the a-TiO2 (110) substrate surfaces before ALD
deposition show large, atomically at terraces separated by
atomic steps of 3.3 Å, which is the d-spacing of a-TiO2 (110).
Aer ALD, the atomic steps are still clearly visible, indicating
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conformal VOX and WOX lm formation by ALD (see AFM
images in Fig. S1 in the ESI†).
Fig. 1 shows the XPS analyses for the two cases at each redox
processing step. The measured spectra for the OX2 surface (not
shown) matched that of OX, indicating redox reversibility of the
chemical states of the surface cations. The assignment of
oxidation states for V and W are based on published V 2p3/2 and
W 4f binding energies (BE)12,46–48 and the binding energy
diﬀerences (BED)46 of V 2p3/2 to O 1s that are listed in Table S1.†
For the as-deposited and oxidized surfaces in both the sub-VW
and ML-VW cases, V and W are completely oxidized to V5+ and
W6+, respectively. We also found V and W to be completely
oxidized for unmixed sub-ML and ML cases on a-TiO2
(110).12,37–39 However, as can be seen in Table 1, the reduced
surfaces show chemical states that vary with increasing V and/or
W coverages. For example, the only case in which W was found
to be reducible was sub-VW with 1.2 ML of W. Mixed or
unmixed, V was found to be reducible for all coverages examined with an increased percentage reduced as the V coverage is
increased. For coverages Q < 1 ML, V was reduced to 3+, whereas
V was reduced to 4+ for Q > 1 ML. Note that the O 1s peak is
broader in the RD state as compared to the OX state, suggesting
that O exhibits a variety of chemical states that do not correspond to stoichiometric WO3.48 The O 1s peak does not shi
signicantly for diﬀerent stoichiometries of vanadium oxide,
and the Ti peak does not shi, indicating that TiO2 is stoichiometric and not reduced substantially under these conditions.49 Therefore, we consider three contributions with three

Fig. 1 XP spectra of VOX/WOX/a-TiO2 (110) mixed catalysts in oxidized
(OX) and reduced (RD) states. XP regions are shown corresponding to
(a and b) V 2p3/2 and O 1s peaks and (c and d) W 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 doublet
peaks and the Ti 3p peak for (a and c) the sub-VW case of 0.7 ML VOX/
1.2 ML WOX/a-TiO2 (110) and (b and d) the ML-VW case of 1.1 ML VOX/
0.6 ML WOX/a-TiO2 (110). XPS was collected at a 45 electron emission
angle. The peak ﬁt results are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 XPS determination of reduced chemical states of ALD V and/
or W on a-TiO2 (110) single crystal surfaces for the two mixed cases of
this study, the unmixed 1.0 monolayer (ML) W case described in ESI,
and other unmixed cases12,37–39 published earlier. For all seven cases
XPS shows that the oxidized surfaces have 100% V5+ and 100% W6+.
When these surfaces are reduced, the tabulated percentages of
cations reduce to the tabulated chemical states. The remaining
percentages are unchanged from V5+ and W6+. A coverage of Q ¼ 1 ML
corresponds to 10.4 atoms per nm2

VQ
WQ
0 ML W
0.4 ML W
0.6 ML W
1.0 ML W
1.2 ML W

0 ML V

0.7 ML V

1.1 ML V

25% V3+

1.5 ML V

2.0 ML V

61% V4+

100% V4+

No change
33% V4+
No change
56% V3+
11% W4+
35% W5+

distinct chemical shis to the O 1s peak. BE ¼ 530.0 eV is
assigned to VOX, TiO2, and stoichiometric WO3 (with W6+ cation
centers), BE ¼ 531.5 is assigned to sub-stoichiometric WOX
(with a mixture of W5+ and W4+ cation centers), and BE ¼ 532.5
eV is assigned to hydroxyl groups.
As seen in Table 1 the chemical state changes of sub-ML and
ML V in mixed catalysts during redox reactions are consistent
with our previous studies of pure VOX (without WOX) grown by
ALD on a-TiO2 (110). For pure VOX, the sub-ML V oxidation state
changes from V5+ in the OX state to a mix of V3+ and V5+ in the
RD state,37 and the 2 ML V changes from V5+ in the OX state to
V4+ in the RD state.39 Our previous study of pure sub-ML WOX
showed no chemical state change from W6+ in the redox reaction, similar to the result reported herein for the mixed catalyst
ML-VW case.12 The pure 1.0 ML WOX case (see ESI†) also shows
no chemical state change from W6+ in the redox reaction, unlike
the chemical state changes observed herein for 1.2 ML W in the
sub-VW case.
Fig. 2 shows a representative set of in situ XSW data and
analytical ts aer the OX, RD, and OX2 steps for the sub-VW
and ML-VW cases. The changes in the V XSW data through an
OX / RD / OX2 cycle indicate reversible redox-induced V
atomic distribution changes in both cases; likewise, W shows
redox-reversible shis in the sub-VW case. For W in the ML-VW
case, however, no change in the W structural distribution is
observed. The XSW-measured Fourier amplitudes and phases
(listed in Table S2†) are then summed (eqn S1†) to create modelindependent density maps33–35 for the V and W cations. Fig. 3
and 4 show these 3D atomic density maps at the OX and RD
states for the ML-VW and sub-VW cases, respectively. The “hot
spots” in the maps are the V or W density maxima. Fourier
inversion causes these maps to inherit the periodicity of the
substrate primitive unit cell. Since W in ML-VW does not
undergo structural changes during redox reactions, there is only
one W density map shown in Fig. 3. As illustrated in Fig. 3d
these density maps are referenced to a a-TiO2 (110) surface unit
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Fig. 2 Representative XSW data and ﬁts for two mixed catalyst
samples at the (a and b) (110) surface normal and (c and d) (200) oﬀnormal directions showing (a and b) vanadium and (c and d) tungsten
structural changes for the oxidized (OX), reduced (RD), and re-oxidized
(OX2) stages of a redox reaction cycle. Results for OX2 match well with
those for OX, indicating that structural changes are reversible. Sub-VW
(a and c) denotes the sample with 0.7 ML vanadia deposited on top of
1.2 ML tungsten oxide, and ML-VW (b and d) denotes the sample with
1.1 ML vanadia deposited on top of 0.6 ML tungsten oxide.

cell, which is a non-primitive 3D unit cell chosen for convenience to have a (110) surface as one of the unit-cell faces.12,37,39
In this unit cell, there are two symmetry-inequivalent Ti sites,
namely atop (AT) and bridging (BR) sites, which are depicted as
solid (AT) and open (BR) blue circles. V and W cations in the
sub-VW case clearly prefer the BR adsorption sites on the rutile
(110) surface, while V and W cations in the ML-VW case are
distributed equally between AT and BR sites. Some displacements in the surface normal direction are observed between the
measured “hot spots” and the bulk-like Ti sites. The W density
map of the 0.6 ML WOX in the ML-VW mixed catalyst is similar
to that of pure 1.0 ML W on a-TiO2 (110) (see ESI†).
Since the XSW model-independent V and W atomic maps
(Fig. 3 and 4) only exhibit “hot spots” at the AT and BR sites, we
can determine the structural parameters for these two sites by
performing a least-squares global t to the set of measured fH
and PH values for each chemical condition. In this model the Hth
Fourier component for the V or W atomic distribution is
described as,30
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Fig. 3 XSW measured atomic density maps of 1.1 ML vanadia and 0.6
ML tungsten oxide deposited on a-TiO2 (110) (ML-VW case). Each map
is projected onto the a-TiO2 unit cell, where symmetry-inequivalent
AT (ﬁlled blue circles) and BR (open blue circles) bulk-like Ti sites are
shown. (a) and (b) show the V cation density maps plotted in the
reference unit cell in oxidized (OX) and reduced (RD) surface conditions, respectively; (c) is the W cation density map, which does not
change through the redox cycle; and (d) shows a ball-and-stick model
of the a-TiO2 (110) surface termination with oxygen atoms in red, Ti in
blue, and cation adsorption sites in white (atop (AT), bridge (BR)). The
non-primitive unit cell, outlined with heavy black lines, is referred to as
the (110) surface unit cell and is used as the reference to locate V and
W cation positions in XSW 3D atomic density maps.

Fig. 4 Atomic density maps of 0.7 ML vanadia and 1.2 ML tungsten
oxide deposited on a-TiO2 (110) (sub-VW case). (a and b) V and (c and
d) W cation density maps are plotted in the (110) surface unit cell for
oxidized (OX) and reduced (RD) surface conditions. Bulk-like Ti sites
are shown as blue circles, in the same scheme as used in Fig. 3.
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FH ¼ fH exp(2piPH) ¼ exp(2p2s2/dH2)  [cAT exp(2piH$rAT)
+ cBR exp(2piH$rBR)],
(1)
where cX denotes the V or W cation occupation fraction at the AT
and BR sites with positions rAT ¼ (0, 0, zAT) and rBR ¼ (1/2, 1/2,
zBR), with zX denoting the cations' heights in the [110] direction
above the bulk-like TiO plane. The t parameter s accounts for
an isotropic time-averaged Gaussian displacement eld of the
cations about the two sites. dH is the diﬀraction plane spacing.
Tables 2 and 3 list the best-t determined results of the cation
occupation fractions and adsorption heights for sub-VW and
ML-VW samples, respectively. As a consistency check, the
measured Fourier components are compared with the calculated values, fCH and PCH, that would have been observed if V and
W occupied sites as dictated by this best-t model (Tables S2
and S3†). Furthermore, Tables 2 and 3 show that the correlated
fractions, cBR and cAT, do not change through the redox reaction
cycle for V and W in the sub-VW case and for W in the ML-VW
P
case. The total correlated fraction, c ¼ cBR + cAT, is of course
also constant. Thus, for these cases there is minimal redoxinduced atomic transfer between the BR and AT sites. The
P
remaining fraction of cations (1  c) are uncorrelated to the
substrate lattice and cannot be described further by the XSW
technique. From eqn (1) we dene the uncorrelated component
as that in which the Fourier amplitudes fH ¼ 0 for all H ¼ hkl,
except H ¼ 0.
In the discussion below, we partition the surface cations into
three diﬀerent phases: a rutile-like correlated layer; a monolayer
phase which is conformal to the crystal surface but not correlated with the rutile structure; and a 3-dimensional phase
consisting of nanoparticles on the surface, as is visible in Fig. S1
in the ESI.† Only the correlated layer is structurally visible by the
XSW technique, and the total coverage of this phase is quantiP
ed as the sum of coherent fractions of V and W ( c ¼ cBR + cAT)
multiplied by the total coverage of each respective species. The
average positions of atoms in the AT and BR sites are also

Table 2 Sub-VW parameters determined from the ﬁt of the two-site
model (eqn (1)) to the XSW measured V and W Fourier components
listed in Table S2. The cX values are the fractions of V and W atoms at X
¼ BR or AT sites. The corresponding ML coverage for each site (QX ¼
cXQtotal) is shown in italic below the cX values. zX is the height above the
bulk TiO atomic plane in the (110) direction. For comparison, Ti in bulk
a-TiO2 has zBR ¼ zAT ¼ d110 ¼ 3.25 Å

cAT

P
c

0.7 ML V
OX
0.38(6)
0.27 ML
RD
0.40(7)
0.28 ML

0.14(3)
0.10 ML
0.09(5)
0.06 ML

1.2 ML W
OX
0.26(1)
0.31 ML
RD
0.27(1)
0.32 ML

0.10(1)
0.12 ML
0.09(1)
0.11 ML

Surface

cBR

zBR (Å)

zAT (Å)

s (Å)

0.52(7)
0.36 ML
0.49(9)
0.34 ML

3.09(3)

2.75(9)

0.15(9)

3.12(3)

3.22(9)

0.21(8)

0.36(1)
0.43 ML
0.36(1)
0.43 ML

3.19(2)

2.98(3)

0.29(1)

3.18(2)

3.19(2)

0.32(1)
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Table 3

ML-VW XSW parameters, same as described for Table 2
cAT

P
c

1.1 ML V
OX
0.20(4)
0.22 ML
RD
0.35(9)
0.4 ML

0.28(9)
0.3 ML
0.38(9)
0.4 ML

0.6 ML W
OX
0.30(2)
0.18 ML
RD
0.25(2)
0.15 ML

0.21(2)
0.13 ML
0.21(1)
0.13 ML

Surface

cBR

zBR (Å)

zAT (Å)

s (Å)

0.5(1)
0.5 ML
0.7(1)
0.8 ML

3.04(9)

3.11(9)

0.16(9)

3.41(6)

2.96(6)

0.18(9)

0.51(3)
0.31 ML
0.46(2)
0.28 ML

3.31(4)

3.38(2)

0.33(2)

3.29(2)

3.37(2)

0.16(3)

precisely quantied. The other two phases consist of the
P
remaining fraction of cations (1  c) multiplied by the total
coverage. We note that one compact, correlated rutile-like
monolayer consists of 0.5 ML cations in the AT site and 0.5
ML occupying BR; any higher cation occupation value implies
that there is more than one coherent cation monolayer.
To make sense of the diﬀerences in the correlated cation
heights zAT and zBR observed for some samples, we rst consider
the relaxed structure of the bare a-TiO2 (110) single crystal
surface. As the AT and BR sites sit exclusively along separate
lines perpendicular to the (110) plane, the positions of nearsurface substrate cations at positions along these lines could
aﬀect the positions of surface atoms above them. The Ti atom in
the AT site closest to the surface of a clean a-TiO2 (110) crystal
has been observed to shi downward by 0.16–0.19 Å from a
bulk-like position, whereas the Ti atom in topmost BR site shis
upward by 0.12–0.25 Å.50 The correlated W positions in our
previous work on 0.4 ML WOX/a-TiO2 (110) reect the cation
structure of the underlying substrate: the BR atom sits at a zheight of about 0.3 Å above that of the AT atom.12 Similar
behavior is observed for W in the sub-VW sample, although the
AT and BR W positions are about 0.3–0.4 Å lower than for the 0.4
ML W case. This does not follow, however, for the correlated
fraction of W on the ML-VW sample, in which the zAT coherent
position is slightly higher than zBR. We recall that of the 0.4 ML
W in the previously reported case, about 0.3 ML is correlated
with the substrate lattice, equally occupying the AT and BR sites.
The total correlated coverage of W and distribution between AT
and BR sites are similar between the 0.4 ML W sample and the
ML-VW sample. We note that the AT and BR components of the
0.4–0.5 ML of correlated W in the 1.0 ML WOX/a-TiO2 (110) case
appear to be coplanar, both sitting 0.1 Å above the rutile-like
cation positions (see Table S5 in the ESI†).
To our knowledge, epitaxial growth of WO3 on the a-TiO2
(110) single crystal surface has not been reported. This is likely
due to the large mismatch of the a-TiO2 (110) surface cell (d110 ¼
6.50 Å, d001 ¼ 2.96 Å) with WO3, which has a pseudo-cubic
monoclinic51 or triclinic52 unit cell with lattice parameters
between 7.3 and 7.7 Å. Among all cases we have studied for this
system, including 0.38 ML WOX/a-TiO2,12 the total correlated W
coverage never exceeds 0.5 ML. This further suggests the
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inability of the rutile lattice to accommodate a complete
monolayer of W6+. As the cations in rutile have a nominal 4+
charge, a coherent monolayer of W6+ would require charge
balancing from additional ligands (which may be unfavorable
due to anion–anion repulsion) or by cationic vacancies. Detailed
structures of W3O9 clusters deposited on a-TiO2 (110) at low
coverages have recently been reported53 which provide clues to
the W – TiO2 interaction. For these structures, W tends to
adsorb more closely to AT than BR sites, although the preference shis towards BR sites if the substrate is slightly reduced,54
indicating the subtle inuence of surface conditions on the
preferred adsorption site of W.
Considering the correlated coverage values in monolayer
units provided in Table 3 for the ML-VW sample, the total
occupation of AT sites by V and W ranges from 0.4–0.5 ML
between the OX and RD conditions, and likewise for BR, 0.4–0.6
ML, indicating that more than one layer of correlated atoms
may be stacked on the surface. While a similar multi-layer case
has been observed for 2.0 ML VOX/a-TiO2 (110),39 the assignment is not straightforward due to modular ambiguities
inherent in XSW analysis.
From the above arguments, we propose that the correlated
cations in the oxidized case constitute a “pseudo-rutile” mixed
oxide layer consisting of W6+ and V5+. Cation defects inside the
ultrathin lm must accommodate the O2 ligands necessary to
coordinate the higher-valence W6+ and V5+ cations. This implies
that the coverage corresponding to one layer of this pseudorutile structure must contain less than 1 ML of coherently
ordered cations, or more specically, that one layer of AT or BR
occupation must contain less than 0.5 ML of V and W
combined. Cations in the rst epitaxial layer may occupy positions slightly above the bulk-like rutile sites, as in previous work
on V or W alone. Cations in the second layer may “sink” into the
unoccupied sites below, resulting in a lower-than-expected
cation position as measured by XSW. The average modulo-d110
position measured by XSW may therefore be lower than the
bulk-like rutile position. Shis in the correlated cation position
occur in response to changes in the structure of uncorrelated
phases in their vicinity.
In our previous work on >1 ML VOX/a-TiO2 (110), no correlated V5+ was observed, whereas for diﬀerent coverages of WOX/
a-TiO2 (110), we always nd correlated W6+. Our evidence shows
that W6+ on this surface stabilizes V5+ in a pseudo-rutile phase.
We note that bulk rutile or rutile-like (V and W)O2 phases have
been observed, although these are characterized as reduced
phases consisting of V3+, W4+, and W6+.55 Pentavalent cations,
which are not found in binary rutile structures, can exist in
ternary rutile-like oxides along with lower-valent cations.
Examples of these rutile-like structures include CrVO4 and
several arsenates, tantalates, and niobates.56 While these
structures must contain divalent or trivalent co-cations, it may
be possible to stabilize a defect-rich ultrathin pseudo-rutile
phase of higher-valent cations at an interface. We hypothesize
that the lower energy of an epitaxial interface with the underlying a-TiO2 (110) surface outweighs the cation vacancy formation energy of this pseudo-rutile structure, allowing V5+ and W6+
to be accommodated in an ultrathin V1xW1yO4 pseudo-rutile
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phase. Uncertainties in the XSW technique and the possibility
for non-bulk-like coordination at the interfaces of the ultrathin
lm preclude a precise quantication of the stoichiometry of
this pseudo-rutile phase. However, this pseudo-rutile model
accounts very well for the structures unambiguously observed
through XSW analysis.
The pseudo-rutile model assists in the interpretation of the
observed redox-reversible structural changes. In the ML-VW
case, the W component changes neither chemically nor structurally. However, roughly 40% of the V cations, which are
uncorrelated in the oxidized condition, move into sites that are
correlated to the substrate lattice upon surface reduction. This
is consistent with our previous study of 2.0 ML VOX on a-TiO2
(110), in which V cations go through a redox-reversible change
from 100% uncorrelated V5+ for the oxidized surface to 66%
correlated V4+ and 34% uncorrelated V5+ for the reduced
surface.39 While roughly 70% of V in the reduced ML-VW case is
correlated, only 33% V are reduced to the 4+ state from V5+. A
shi in the position of V is also observed, with zBR and zAT
slightly below the bulk-like cation position of 3.25 Å in the
oxidized case but a signicant upward displacement of zBR and
an insignicant drop in zAT upon reduction. These redoxreversible changes indicate a shi from an uncorrelated V2O5
layer to correlated, rutile-like VO2, while the pseudo-rutile phase
neither reduces nor changes structure. The remaining V
remains uncorrelated to the substrate lattice.
In the ML-VW sample, no reduction from W6+ is observed.
However, for the sub-VW case, XPS (with a 10% uncertainty)
shows that surface reduction causes half of the V and half of the
W to undergo chemical state changes (see Table 1). Despite this
substantial chemical transformation, the correlated fractions
and site distributions for both V and W are unchanged. A
signicant shi occurs in the position of the correlated V and W
in the AT sites between oxidation and reduction. However, these
components only comprise a small fraction of the total correlated cations and cannot account for the entire oxidation state
shi observed; BR sites are strongly preferred by both V and W
over AT sites, with a total occupation of 0.6 ML in the BR sites
and 0.2 ML in the AT sites. The lack of a signicant restructuring of the surface cations implies that the coherent pseudorutile phase is largely unchanged by the reaction, and the
uncorrelated cations are responsible for the observed reversible
chemical state changes for both V and W in the sub-VW sample.
In our previous XSW and theoretical study on 0.7 ML VOX/aTiO2 (110), 25% of V5+ reduced to V3+, whereas for the sub-VW
sample, 56% of V5+ reduces to V3+.37 Theoretical calculations
showed that lower-coordinate VOX species are more likely to
reduce to V3+. This behavior is also predicted by simple chemical considerations: the reaction of a H2 molecule with a vanadyl
group coordinating an isolated V5+ monomer, which is more
likely to be present in a highly dispersed VOX phase, is a twoelectron process which would result in the reduction of V5+ to
V3+ (and oxidation of H2 to H2O). However, in an extended phase
consisting of bridged V5+ species, a H2 molecule could cause
two separate one-electron reduction events, and reduction from
V5+ to V4+ may be expected. Table 1 shows that, as expected,
higher coverages of V5+ reduce to V4+, whereas lower coverages
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reduce to V3+. We conclude that the presence of WOX in the subVW sample helps to disperse VOX species, improving their
reducibility.
The ordering of W cations with or without additional V
provides clues towards the correlated pseudo-rutile structure.
For the 1.0 ML WOX/a-TiO2 (110) sample and the 1.2 ML W in
the sub-VW case, the total amount of coherent W is about the
same (about 0.4–0.5 ML). However, in the presence of V, the
correlated W atoms sit substantially lower relative to the rutile
lattice (by about 0.15–0.35 Å), and the ratio cBR : cAT is about
3 : 1 in the presence of V vs. 1 : 1 for W only. Both of these
diﬀerences could be explained by an ordered cation vacancy
structure in the pseudo-rutile layer.
Regarding the cation fraction that is not structurally visible
to the XSW technique, it is likely that some of the incoherent V
has formed a bulk-like, multi-layer V2O5 phase. While Raman
spectroscopy unambiguously reveals the presence of bulk-like
V2O5 in catalyst powders,57 this method cannot be applied to
our two-dimensional single crystal sample surfaces. The
threshold of V2O5 particle formation in V-containing catalysts is
about 8 V nm2 on Al2O3 supports, below which VOX exists as a
conformal, well-dispersed phase.57 Oxide-supported V2O5 crystallites are also shown to resist reduction at temperatures lower
than 500  C under similar conditions as our experiments, suggesting that they may not play a role in the reduction–oxidation
shis observed in this work. However, dispersed sub-monolayer
VOX phases begin to reduce at much lower temperatures,
reaching a minimum near 4.4 V nm2; it is likely that such a
phase is responsible for the redox behavior of the ML-VW
sample.
Previous studies of vanadia, tungsten oxide, or V–W mixtures
supported on TiO2 powder have shown that V is much more
catalytically active than W for a variety of chemical reactions.58–60 With W added to V, however, the catalytic activity is
improved.24,61 Bertinchamps et al. attribute this synergy to the
additional Brønsted acid sites provided by W,61 yielding
enhanced catalytic performance for the mixed catalysts over
their constituents. Previous studies24,61 also show that the
performance of V–W mixed catalysts is optimized when the
atomic concentration ratio of W to V is greater than 1. This is
consistent with our ndings: W is reducible when the W : V
ratio is about 2 : 1, while W shows no chemical state changes for
the opposite ratio. As the structural shi of the correlated W is
minimal, we propose that the uncorrelated W is responsible for
this chemical behavior. For V–W mixed oxide catalysts supported on TiO2 powder, X-ray diﬀraction measurements
combined with reactivity experiments24,61 indicate that crystalline WOX improves catalytic activity only slightly, while noncrystalline WOX, which has a much more catalytically active
surface, signicantly improves the catalytic properties.61 In our
mixed catalyst studies, the sum of the W and V uncorrelated
P
coverages, Q(1  c), is signicantly higher for the sub-VW
case (1.1 ML), in which W6+ is reducible, than for the ML-VW
case (0.84 ML oxidized, 0.65 ML reduced). This suggests a
relationship between the catalyst stoichiometry, structure, and
reactivity: the addition of tungsten to vanadia in a 2 : 1 ratio
results in a reactive phase that is uncorrelated with the lattice of
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the oxide support. Crystalline WOX is generally catalytically
inactive and thermodynamically stable in the temperature
range of our redox reaction, 400  C,58,62 so it is not surprising
that chemical state changes of W are only observed for the subVW sample, which has a higher uncorrelated fraction of W than
the ML-VW sample.

4. Conclusion
For a-TiO2 (110)-supported VOX-WOX mixed catalysts, two cases
were investigated: 0.7 ML VOX mixed with 1.2 ML WOX (subVW), and 1.1 ML VOX mixed with 0.6 ML WOX (ML-VW). AFM
shows that the VOX and WOX formed a conformal thin lm aer
atomic layer deposition. XSW analysis shows that through a
redox reaction cycle, the amount of correlated V and W in subVW and W in ML-VW stay unchanged, with the exception of V in
ML-VW. This indicates that uncorrelated V and W nanoparticles
and/or non-lattice-like defect sites play an important role
during the redox reactions. XPS analysis in light of XSW results
suggests that V in both cases, as well as uncorrelated W in the
sub-VW case, go through redox-reversible chemical state
changes. The V in the ML-VW case shows an uncorrelated–
correlated structural transformation, but otherwise no dramatic
structural changes are observed. However, the dynamics of
uncorrelated V and W in a redox reaction cycle aﬀect nearby
correlated V and W, causing variation in their position relative
to the substrate. Redox reversibility was observed in this
process, demonstrating this work's relevance to real-world
catalytic reaction cycles.
Compared with previous studies of WOX supported by TiO2
single crystals and powders, the addition of V to W leads to the
enhanced chemical state changes due to synergetic eﬀects
between the cations, which is consistent with results from
powder-supported mixed catalysts. Our studies also reveal that
the mixed catalysts show enhanced chemical state shis as the
amount of additional W increases, which we attribute to the
increase in the ratio of uncorrelated to correlated catalyst
species. This study demonstrates the importance of structurally
uncorrelated cations in chemical reactions, which further helps
to understand redox-induced changes in catalyst chemical
bonding and the role of the supporting oxides in catalytic
reactions.
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